
Teaching sequence one



•   What are homophones? 

•   How many can we name?

•    With a partner, try and think of some sentences that use the 
wrong homophone, e.g I went to the cupboard, but it was bear. 

•   Share your sentences with the rest of the group.

•   Question to group - why is it sometimes funny when we make a 
mistake in our language? 

Starter – homophones



•    Watch the clip from The Dog Ate My Homework that is 
available online at bbc.co.uk/comedyclassroom on the  
Primary page. Which jokes were funny? What makes them 
‘bad’ jokes? 

•   Why do we find bad jokes funny? Did any of the joke tellers  
use homophones?

Core – bad jokes

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p04gq3d8


•   Play the match up game and see if you can match the 
punchline with the set-up line. Once you have matched 
them up, read the jokes out to the class. Which one does 
the class think is funniest and why?

•    Each joke uses a homophone in some way - can we spot 
where the homophones are?  Are there any that are 
ALMOST homophones but have been changed in some way 
to make the joke funny?

Core – bad jokes (2)



How many tickles does it 
take to make an octopus 
laugh?

Tweetment! 

What do you give a sick 
bird? 

Tooth hurty 

What do you call a man 
with a spade on his head?

 

The ghost of Christmas passed!
 

What’s the best time to 
go to the dentist?

Ten tickles!

How did Ebeneezer 
Scrooge win the football 
game?

Doug

   Set-ups                           Punchlines



•   Have a go at writing your own jokes using homophones. If 
you have to change or make up words a little bit to make 
the joke work then don’t worry, that’s half the fun. Share 
your jokes with your partner and see which ones your 
partner likes the most. 

Core - bad jokes (3)



•    Choose your best joke to share with the rest of the class. 
Give each volunteer a round of applause as they come 
up to share their jokes.

•   Vote as a class on which joke you found the funniest and 
which one got the biggest groan of the day.

Plenary – sharing your jokes


